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Economic 
Vitality
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This focus of this chapter is to address the current 
economic state of the city and provide guidance on 
how the city can encourage development that will 
enhance the long-term health of city’s economy. 
Springdale has a strong economic identity in that 
almost 50% of the city’s land base is dedicated for 
commercial, retail, and industrial use. The prominent 
location in the region and the rich history of flourishing 
retail has contributed greatly to the city’s economic 
success. Over the past decade, with influential modern 
phenomena such as technological advancements 
and global pandemics drastically changing the way 
we perceive and interact with cities, this energy is 
ebbing. It has become an immediate and vital need to 
strategically bolster and revive Springdale’s economic 
base to become sustainable and adapt smartly to the 
changing world around us. 

THE COMMUNITY WANTS TO :

 ⊲ See the establishment of a town 
center or ‘downtown’ in Springdale

 ⊲ Redevelop the Tri-County Mall with 
mixed-use development/ multi-
family housing/ outdoor shopping 
uses

 ⊲ See more parks and gathering 
spaces, bring in new restaurants/
breweries, grocery store, more 
retail, and recreational facilities

 ⊲ Establish Springdale as a 
destination in the region

The goal for economic 
vitality is to establish 
Springdale as a regional 
destination with a thriving 
local economy that supports 
diverse businesses, fosters a 
strong workforce, and sustains 
a growing tax base. 
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CURRENT CONTEXT
Springdale has a prolific history as the Cincinnati region’s premier retail and residential destination. The city 
is advantageously located along the I-275 loop and boasts two major interchanges at Route 4 and Princeton 
Pike. This accessibility has vastly contributed to Springdale’s commercial success. In the 1960’s through 
1970’s, retail and commercial activity boomed, and this vital energy, supplemented by the accessibility to 
Cincinnati and other prominent employment centers, drew people and businesses into the city. Springdale 
has since dedicated large areas to retail centers and office parks, and these uses contribute significantly to 
the local economy. 

Over the past decade, migration to the north, a global shift to online retail, and other factors have gradually 
slowed the Springdale economy. More recently, the COVID-19 pandemic has ushered in drastic changes in 
how people work, shop, and interact with each other and their environment. As more people shop and work 
from home, data demonstrates drastic drops in the utilization and occupancy rates of commercial, retail, and 
office properties. Reliance on these uses for taxes, employment, entertainment, and service in Springdale 
is leading to constriction of the local economy. Although it is uncertain what the long term impacts will be, it 
is vital for the city to rise to the challenge with a resilient approach to support its local businesses and bring 
new investment and revenue into the city.

Dwindling Daytime Population
There are many major businesses (total 1,113) located in the 
Springdale area that employ a large local and regional workforce. 
While regional visitors have been gradually decreasing over the 
past decade, the 2020 pandemic and associated work from 
home patterns have greatly accelerated this trend and resulted in 
drastic drops in commuter traffic into Springdale. 

There were an average of 21,806 weekly trips to work anywhere 
within Springdale in 2021, for employees with an average 
household income of $60,000 or more. This number represents 
a 42% decrease from the 2019 pre-pandemic 37,355 average 
weekly trips, and a 12% decrease from the 24,107 average weekly 
trips made in 2020. There were 2,221 fewer people working in 
Springdale on the average day in 2021 compared to 2019, which 
meant fewer potential shoppers at local stores, diners at local 
restaurants, or users of local services.

Springdale’s average daily population dropped from 68,417  
in 2019 to 62,668 in 2021 (an 8.4% decline). This decrease 
constitutes residents and employees physically present in the 
city as well as visitors to the retail and commercial uses. This has 
resulted in increased vacancy of office spaces, constrained tax 
revenue generation, and negative impacts on the service uses 
that depend on in-office workers. It is imperative for the city to 
proactively address a projected significant drop in revenue in a 
sustainable and resilient manner. 

KEY ISSUES
3,115 

daily employee 
trips from outside 

Springdale in 2021

*41% drop from 2019 daily average 
(5,336) employee trips from outside 

Springdale for workers with an average 
household income of $60,000 or more.
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RETAIL 
Property Values

Declining Property Values
A long-term trend of declining property values has 
developed over the past several decades, which 
has coincided with population migration to the 
northern suburbs and development of competing 
retail or commercial projects to serve that growing 
population. Property valuation data was analyzed 
for 32 of the largest retail and office properties 
between 2009 and 2019. 

The 17 largest (3.9 million sq. ft. total) retail 
properties’ valuation decreased by $80 million 
(44%) during that decade. During that same time 
period, the 15 largest (1.8 million sq. ft. total) 
office properties’ valuation decreased by $36 
million (27%). Increased vacancies reduce lease 
income for commercial property owners, which 
decreases the funds landlords have to maintain 
and renovate those properties, ultimately leading 
to the properties losing value over time. This trend 
will only accelerate in both sectors due to shifts to 
online shopping and working from home. 

The change in property value has been driven by 
fewer people coming to Springdale to shop or dine 
out. This is compounded by the decrease in office 
workers, who previously also supported the local 
retail and restaurant establishments. As retailers 

 -27% 
decline in office property values  

-$36,157,410

-44% 
decline in retail property values  

-$80,367,000 

-$2,124,662 
decline in annual revenue 

to the Princeton School District 
*info CoStar & the Hamilton County 
Auditor.

close, there are fewer amenities for employees in 
office buildings, and companies relocate to areas 
with more amenities. The decrease in people 
working in Springdale, in both office and retail 
establishments, impacts Springdale’s primary 
revenue source of earnings tax. 

The decrease in property valuation also impacts 
the primary revenue source of the Princeton City 
Schools; real property tax. If the 32 properties 
analyzed had kept the same property value in 
2009 to 2019, the school district would receive 
$2.1 million more in property tax revenue 
annually. The fiscal health of the school district, 
and its ability to provide a safe and exceptional 
learning environment, is vital to Springdale’s 
desirability as place to live for families with 
children. 

This negative feedback loop signified by 
declining property values can be stopped and 
reversed, but it will require a bold, creative, and 
forward-looking approach to how land is used 
within the community. The types of land use, mix 
of those uses, and density of development will be 
key drivers to changing the trajectory of land use, 
property valuations, and community vitality.  
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44.5% retail
or 2,032,130 sq.ft.

VACANCY RATES

28% office
or 534,983 sq.ft.

Overdependence on Retail, Office, and Cars
Springdale has an even balance of residential and non-
residential uses. Office, commercial, and retail structures 
have developed on vast properties as largely auto-centric, 
stand-alone structures. As underutilization and vacancy 
rates rise, a large portion of Springdale’s limited land area 
is wasted. Disused areas are often visually unappealing and 
encourage undesirable activity that compromises the safety 
and value of a place. There is an immediate need to diversify 
and accommodate new and emerging uses that can adapt to 
contemporary work, play, and shop trends. It is important to 
create more pedestrian-scale and walkable areas of activity 
through densification of uses and infill buildings. This will 
also make the area more vibrant, safe, and appealing and 
conveniently accessible for a variety of users and different 
modes of transit. It is also vital to avoid over-reliance on niche 
markets by encouraging mixed-use centers of activity with 
entertainment and recreation that can sustainably support 
the economy and serve the community. Incorporating new 
market rate multi-family housing into the redevelopment of 
these areas can strengthen Springdale’s attractiveness as a 
walkable, contemporary, and convenient location for young, 
above-average earning professionals and new families that 
desire modern environments and amenities.

Springdale is ready for a new brand
Springdale’s image as a retail center is waning and needs to 
be bolstered by a fresh look to attract regional attention and 
establish the city as a viable location for new businesses, 
high earning young professionals, and starter families. 
Initiatives such as developing a unique Springdale brand 
can be undertaken to boost the city’s visibility in the region. 
This can be incorporated into various elements such as 
signage, lighting, and marketing for public and social events. 
A distinct branding style can help people associate places 
and experiences with Springdale and reinforce a positive 
perception of the city.
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Employment Trends 
Springdale’s labor force across the different employment categories 
has remained mostly static over the past decade. It is worth noting 
that the only significant rise over the past decade is in the service 
sector (6% increase). While still an important industry in Springdale, 
the 3% decrease in Sales and Office emphasizes the global 
influences in that sector and indicates the need to address the 
steady decline of the retail market and the accompanying impacts 
as this decline is a lasting phenomenon. Initiatives to support the 
different sectors and establish Springdale as a healthy employment 
center are desired. Local businesses and offices should be provided 
with support and incentives to create above-average paying 
opportunities across the different sectors to draw diverse, young 
professionals into the city and prevent reliance on any one industry.

STRENGTHEN BUSINESSES
Springdale has a dedicated Economic Development department that works to retain and attract 
employers to solidify, diversify, and expand the economic base of the City. The department works with 
larger regional and state bodies to offer various programs and initiatives that support local businesses 
such as incentives and tax relief benefits including:

Community Reinvestment Area : Applies to most business areas of the city 
and provides a tax incentive program that allows growing companies to receive an 
exemption on a percentage of new real property investment.

Job Creation and Retention Program : Provides for a draw on a line-of-credit to 
eligible businesses that is paid out in annual installments of up to 10 years. Eligible 
business need to meet or exceed the defined payroll objectives and repayment of the 
annual draw is forgiven.

Small Business Financing : The city works with HCDC Business Lending to provide 
subordinated, fixed interest rate, long-term loans for up to 40% of project costs or 
$5,000,000 (up to $5.5 million in special cases) for small businesses. Repayment 
terms are 10 and 20 years, depending on the economic life of the asset being 
financed.

Sites and Buildings for Businesses : The department also periodically documents 
and provides data on sites and buildings available for lease and sale in Springdale.

Other : The department works with other organizations that support business growth, 
such as the Springdale Chamber of Commerce, REDI Cincinnati, and JobsOhio.
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POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT AREAS
As a mature city with established development patterns, 
Springdale is mostly built out with little greenfield land available 
for new development. The rising under-utilization and vacancy 
rates provide potential for infill development that can aid in 
revitalizing Springdale’s economic climate. Adaptive re-use is 
the modification of existing structures and building materials to 
introduce new uses into the premises. This excellent strategy 
allows rapid and relatively low-cost turnaround of buildings to 
accommodate a wide range of uses in both scale and type.

In Springdale, the underutilized big box stores and large office 
parks can be retrofitted to support a mix of uses such as retail, 
multi-family residential, light industrial, service, and flexible 
office spaces. The city identifies about 150 acres of land for 
potential redevelopment to support a more contemporary 
mix of uses that is fiscally responsible and adds value to the 
community. New bars, restaurants, entertainment, grocery 
stores, urban parks and plazas and other such uses that can 
sustainably invite people to spend time and money in these 
areas is desired.

ADAPTIVE RE-USE IN THESE 
AREAS SHOULD:

 ⊲ Uphold high standards 
and quality of design and 
development

 ⊲ Prioritize seamless integration 
and enhanced connectivity with 
surrounding areas and uses

 ⊲ Study needs of the community to 
ensure that proposed mix of uses 
serves demand and contributes 
positively to the economy

 ⊲ Identify opportunities to establish 
unique areas that attract regional 
attention

REGIONAL 
MIXED-USE 

AREAS

DEVELOPMENT 
POTENTIAL 

AREAS

Map : Development potential areas in Springdale
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Creating a ‘Downtown’ Experience
The community and city desire a ‘downtown’ or mixed-use core 
for the city that can draw local and regional attention and serve 
as Springdale’s new icon in the coming years. This development 
would anchor Springdale’s efforts for revitalization with a 
connected, active, and experience-rich center that can catalyze 
and inform other growth in the area. Dense, walkable, and modern 
areas of high quality mixed-use with market rate multi-family units 
should be provided to significantly bolster the local spending 
population and encourage young, high-earning professionals to 
settle in the city and offset reliance on a regional consumer base. 

The Tri-County Mall is a unique development opportunity for 
Springdale. It was a successful retail core that held regional 
prominence in the past, but is now rife with vacancies. The 
property is approximately 75 acres and located directly 
adjacent to the I-275 loop. With this location and visibility, the 
redevelopment of this site into a mixed-use town center or 
‘downtown’ district is highly feasible and can elevate Springdale’s 
regional importance as a destination in the future. Such a 
development can serve as an urban hub for various uses including 
dining, entertainment, multi-family living, and an office complex 
with plazas and mini parks. Bridge Park (Dublin, OH), Ballston 
Quarter (Arlington, VA) and Avalon (Alpharetta, GA), are highly 
successful examples for such development ventures. The focus 
of redevelopment of the Tri-County Mall should be to establish a 
distinctly and exciting experience that can provide a strong and 
welcoming hub for the region. All redevelopment efforts here 
should uphold a high quality of design and building materials, 
and incorporate a diverse range of complementary uses that can 
contribute to a sustainable economy. 

Image : Area Map of Tri-County Mall Site Images : Examples of recommended development
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Images : Conceptual elevation of the proposed redevelopment of the Tri-County Mall site, Source: BHDP Architecture

Proposed Redevelopment of the Tri-County Mall
In order to create an unique downtown experience in 
Springdale, the city has recently partnered with various 
consultants and developers to redevelop the Tri-County mall 
site. At the beginning of 2022 this project is still in the planning 
phase, with construction expected in late 2022. This project will 
ultimately serve as an exciting new addition to the Springdale 
fabric. Modern and well designed buildings accompanied by 
open, green spaces, and urban gathering and entertainment 
areas are envisioned here. Planned programming and uses 
proposed in the redevelopment include multi-family, office, 
educational, recreation, culinary, retail, food and beverage, 
entertainment, and green spaces. A people focused approach 
has been adopted and the plan incorporates an innovatively 
designed dog park, bioswales, and walking trails within the site 
layout. The final projected buildout includes introducing 2,375 
new multi-family units and dedicating more than 200,000 sq.ft 
each to restaurant/retail uses, recreational/educational facilities, 
and science/medical spaces. A further 90,000 sq. ft. for civic 
uses is also proposed. The plan layout includes the retention 
and rehabilitation of the existing parking garages that are 
currently present on the site. 

This large undertaking is planned as a long range process that 
will develop over a series of phases in order to see completion. 
While development buildout will occur over a long period of 
time, streets and infrastructure layouts, bike and walking paths, 
plazas and open spaces, a number of residential units, and 
educational, retail and restaurant spaces will be incorporated 
into Phase 1. This will anchor and support further development 
as they occur in the future phases.
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Images : Conceptual illustrations of proposed redevelopment, Source: BHDP Architecture
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6. Engage in ongoing land use 
planning and the administration of 
development regulations to ensure 
a high quality and economically 
sustainable built environment. 

7. Coordinate economic 
redevelopment efforts with housing 
strategies that attract working 
age people with above-average 
disposable incomes. 

8. Attract quality restaurants and 
grocery options to serve existing 
residents and attract new residents. 

9. Partner with local and regional 
economic development 
organizations to position the city 
strategically in the regional market.

10. Develop a new brand identity for the 
City of Springdale which reflects the 
new aspirations and goals embodied 
in this plan. 

11. Update the city’s zoning regulations 
to allow mixed-use and infill 
development projects in the city’s 
business and office zones. Establish 
criteria for where these should be 
located, what they should look 
like, and the character of such 
developments. 

1. Redevelop the Tri-County Mall 
site as a mixed-use center 
incorporating residential uses, 
open spaces accessible to the 
community, and a variety of 
businesses such as professional, 
medical, hotel, dining, retail, and 
entertainment. 

2. Adapt and re-purpose aging 
office buildings and obsolete 
commercial properties to 
encourage reinvestment and 
stability in the constantly 
changing regional market. 

3. Strengthen the economy 
by attracting more young 
professionals, who are in demand 
as employees for local office and 
manufacturing businesses, and 
who will support existing or new 
retail and dining amenities in the 
city. 

4. Encourage quality infill 
development, adaptive reuse, and 
redevelopment of aging areas in a 
manner that strengthens business 
and residential areas.

5. Diversify and strengthen the 
tax base to improve income tax 
revenue and the fiscal health of 
the city. 

RECOMMENDED STRATEGIES 
for ECONOMIC VITALITY
The following strategies can help Springdale achieve the overarching goal and community objectives 
outlined in this chapter. Implementation of these strategies should be guided by the relevant spatial area 
recommendations provided in the future land use and character chapter.
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